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B48_E6_9C_c86_566753.htm 99Because early United States writers

thought that the mark of great literature was grandiosity and elegance

not to be found in common speech, they ----- the vernacular.

avoided100When M became an editor of New York Times, he wrote

articles with ----- manners, avoiding ------- critics that characterized

in those timely newspapers. dispassionate - shrill(#46244. #45824.

#44228.)101Were the speech production less -------, its complexity

would require so much attention that humans would find it difficult

about anything else while speaking.#50612.#44032. ~~#51648.

#50520.#47732., #50612.#49373.#54616.#46972. #47924.

#48736.#51221.#55192.#50632.#44163.#45796..

automatic102#46500. #46988.#45812.#47484. #51004.#44256.

#47141.#45716.#44536. #47141.#46104.#45796.. #51032.

#47308.#51060. ------- #50640.#45812.#47484.

#54616.#47568.#44256. #53441.#45912.

#52397.#54664.#49660.#49436.

non-fiction#48277.#51004.#45796.#46020.#54616.#45796..

However, in fact non-fiction only mandate (#51076.) is ------- and

------- to reflect public affairs -------.## discretionary - intended to

#50500.#44163. necessary - intent to (accord with)104#51608.

#51313.#45824.#49373.#51060. -----#44536.#51060.

#52488.#46104.#51012. #50752. #44368.#49436. ⋯⋯ -105Plant

#50556.#51077.#45796.. Dry #51456.#49436.#47792.#51080.#47732.



-------#45796.. #47088.#50612.#51333.#51008. -------#45796..

#47932. #52432.#51004.#44032.#46412. suffer because ------- water

in the soil. yet #46500. #47932., closer #47480.

#47932.#50612.#50668.#51089.#45716.

#51228.#54620.#50780.#54616.#49324.#49457.#45796..

#44368.#51060.#51004.#51452.#44032. #50577.#51012. #45936.

⋯confined to - paucity107#47200.#51064.#54616.#50640.

error#48156.#54624. #47560.#45796.#48512.#46020. #51648.

#54620.#44160.#51473.)108#51012. #47196. #46308.

#50896.#44163.#49436. #47196. #54805.#50630.#49436.

#50857.#50557.#45796.. (?)rarely (?)

(#53664.#50948.#47213.#54616.#44160.#51473.)110The senator’s

remark that she is ambivalent about running for a second term is

---given the extremely ---fund-raising activities of her campaign

committee. persuasive - apathetic111While some argue that

imposing tolls on highway users circumvents the need to raise public

axes for road maintenance, the phenomenal expense of maintaining

a vast network of roads ---- reliance on these general taxes.

necessitates112The senator’s attempt to convince the public that he

is not interested in running for a second term is --- given the

extremely ---- fund-raising activities of his campaign committee.

disingenuous - public113#48596.#45716.

#49888.#51064.#51452.#47484. -----#45796.#49373.#54664.#45208.,

#51116.#49436. #51012. #45716. -----#45796.. -114That she seemed

to prefer ---- to concentrated effort is undeniable : nevertheless, the

impressive quality of her finished paintings suggests that her actual



relationship to her art was anything but ----. dabbling -

superficial115#45376.#46041.#45824.#51648.#51060.#47928.#51201.

#50629.#50640.#48520.#54616.#44536.#50752.

#45376.#51089.#51012. #49884.#50752. #44208.#50632.#44256.

#45716. #51008. -----#45796.. writing -

questionable116#51088.#50612.#49324.#44544.#49440.#44288.#510

80.#49436. inclined to -----, ~~~ ----- verify truth. accept -

#51221.#45800.#44160.#51473.)117The reviews were ⋯⋯ (hostile)

arguing that she ⋯⋯ unwarranted (kudos).

#48624.#54644.#44536.#44032. kudos#51012.

#44201.#50630.#45796.. hostile - kudos118#47112.#44592.

#51025.#50500.#54588.#51004.#50756.#50504. #45796..

#49892.#52380.#51012. #48156.#45796.. Some report suggests that

allergy ---- by Aspirin is sparse. indeed, Aspirin --- asthma.

palliate(#49884.#51004.#50756.#49884.#45796.) - prompt

(#53664.#45824.#51473.#45716. -----#47566.#44256.

#44033.#50632.#45936., #51228.#45716. -----#44256.

#55176.#50640. #48512.#45796.. #48512.#48152.#47568.

120#50668.#44032. ~~#49436. (#51221.#51032.#44536.#51032.

sensible#50640. #47308.#51008. (skepticism)#53468.#47484.

#50688.#44536.#51032. unorthodox#50640.#47484.

#50688.#48708.#54620. #51032. #50857.#54616.#53945.#51060.

#45716. #51109.#51221.#51008. -----#48155.#45796..

#51648.#49884.#48372.#45916. ----- #46988.#51060. #51648.#46020.

#49548.#51060. #50632.#48264.) skepticism -

mendacious122Memorandum#45236.#51060.
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